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Bringing Rights Homel The Role of National
Human Rights Institutions

John Hucker

Introduction

In a recent series of lectures,' Michael lgnatieffexamines the role

of human rights in contemporary society. Rights, as he sees them,

represent our attempt to give legal meaning to the values we care

most about: dignity, equality and respect. lMhat he calls 'the rights

revolution' has, in his view, brought about fundamental change,

particularly in the way we view citizenship and democracy.

Ignatieff is speaking in a Canadian context, but his examples range

wide, and as someone who has probed the nature of ethnic
nationalism in settings such as Bosnia and Rwanda, he is alert to
the continuing gulf between aspiration and reality.

From the vantage point of Canada, Ignatieffs declaration
carries conviction: much of today's socio-political debate is framed

in terms of rights, whether this involves the treatment of women in
the workforce, the importance of granting disabled groups their
full place in society, or the need to safeguard freedom of expression
for groups opposed to free trade and globalisation while ensuring
that gatherings of heads of government can take place without
disruption. The list could go on. But to emphasise the significance
attached to rights is not to suggest that the revolution to which
Ignatieffrefers has carried the day. The concept of rights in Canada
is pervasive but limited, usually involving issues of civil and
political rights, with particular emphasis on equality guarantees.

F. Butler {ed.}, Human Rights Prctection: Methodr and Effectiveness,29--54.

O 2002 Rlutver Law International and British Institutefor Human.&rglrls-
Printed in Great frritain.
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Staying with Canada for the moment, it needs to be said that

muclr,of irr. hu*an rights discourse that is a daily staple in politics

and the media has, ai its reference point, the Canadian Charter of

Rights and, Freedornsz and court decisions arising from charter

iitfoation. Although the principles which. are ernbodied in the

Chirter, for example, the right to equality before the [aw, to

freedom of expression and association, and freedom frorn arbitrary

arrest and dbtention, can be traced directly to the Universal

Declaration af Human Righfs3 and other international instrurnents,

human righL dialogue in Canada has a very domestic flavour.

Canadian courts have been slow to attach weigirt to international

hurnan rights treaties, in the absence of their express incorporation

into Canudi* Iaw, an exercise made more complicated by Cana-

da's federal structure"a
A recent decision by the Supreme Court of Canada appeared to

sisnal Drosress on this front. Baker u. Mirrist er of Citizenship and

trin tgiatiins presented the question of whether canada's ratifica-

tion of the Conve ntiott on tlrc Righf.s o! the Cftild6 constrained the

authority of imrnigration officials to deport to Jamaica a woman

who had 1ived illelally in Canada sinc,e 198I. During her time in

canada Ms. Bakbr had given birth to four children who, as

Canadian citizens, were entitled to renrain in the country but who

obviously stood to be adversely affected by their rnottier's impend-

ing removal. tmmigration officials had earlier concluded that these

tultors did not amount to sufficient'humanitarian and compassio-

nate'considerations to justify the use of their discretionary powers

to allow Ms. Baker to apply for permanent residence'

The Court held that iin.* the Conuention on the Rights oJ the

Child had not been implemented by Parliament, its provisions;

which guarante ed, inter alia, that in all state actions the best

interests of the child were to be a prirnary consideration, would

have no direct application to the case. It nonetheless went on to

rule that 'thc valiis reflected in international hurtwn rights law ruay

help to in[orm the contextual approach to statutory interpretation and.

iuilciat ievievf .7 The case was referred back for reconsideration by

ih* I**igration Department. Even this relatively modest advance

proved too *u*h for two dissenting judges, however, who were

iroubled lest the Courr disturb the balance between the diffferent

branches of government 'or inadvertnntlll grant the executive the

t
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oower to bind citizens without the necessity of involving the legislative

iranch'.8
In his lectures, Ignatieff acknowledges the division that persists

befween civil and political rights and their economic, social and

cultural eounterparts. lnternationally, this is an issue that continues

to fuet debate, with the Western world notionally favouring an

indivisible approach to rights implernentation but in practice

placing greater ernphasis on civil and political rights. As the United
l.Iations Comrnittee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights

reported to the World Conferenc€ on Human Rights in Vienna in
1993,'despite the rhetoric, violations af civil and. political rights
continue to be treated as though they were far more serious, and more

pattntlg intolerable, than massive and. direct" denials of econamic,

ioctal and cultural rights'.e Although the ideological battles that
were a feature of the Cold War have largely dissipated, many
developing countries continue to view the achievement of such

social and economic iights as adequate housing, education and

health care aE necessary preconditions to more general advances

on the human rights front.
The present paper will examine human rights implementation at

the national level and relate such development to the international
human nghts instruments. An attempt will be made to sketch the

roles of different agencies, governmentai and non-governmental, in
advanci*g human rights. Since national human rights institutions
constitute a rapidly growing sector in the human rights field, their
role, actual and potential, in this endeavour will be highlighted.

From Precept to Practice

If the 1960s were the golden era of United Nations standard
setting, the 1990s have arguably been its period of pragmatic
implementation. There has been an increasingly concerted focus
on identifying ways in which international obligations can be
anchored firmly in domestic contexts- The 1948 Universal Declara-
tion of Human Rfghfs had served as the springboard for the
international human rights movement that gathered speed after
the Second World War. The Declaration imposed no immediate
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substantive obligations on states and lacked aily accountability
mechanism, but it was followed by the two major instruments
which were adopted in 1966 and which came into force a decade
Iater. Both the lnternational {ovenant on Civil and Political Rights
(ICCPR)Io and the lnternatianal Covenant on Economic, Sociql and

Cultural.Righfs (ICESCRITT spell out in detail a series of rights and
freedoms and provide for machinery to oversee their implementa-
tion. States are required to report periodically on the measures they
have taken to ensure realisation of rights contained in the
covenants, and Committees have been established under each
treatylz to review the reports and issue comments on them. An
Optional Protoqol to the ICCPR provides for a right of petition to
the UN Human Rights Committee by individuals who believe they
are victims of violations of one or more of,the rights set forth in the
Covenant and who have exhausted dornestic remedies.

The IJN Human Rights Cornmittee {which examines reports
submitted under the ICCPR) and the Committee on Econornic,
Social and Cultural Rights (established by the ICESCR) have
assumed an increasingly active role in highlighting abuses and
shortcomings in the practices of state$ parties- But they face
obstacles in their work. First, many states are behind schedule in
submitting reports" Secondly, the reports tend to be formalistic and
sometimes self*serving, as gol/ernments are prone to emphasise
laws they have in place rather than abuses ttrey have fuiled to
remedy or indeed for which they may be responsible- Particularly
in recent ysar$, the Committees have endeavoured to probe
beneath the surface of the docurnents provided, by holding hear*
ings and inviting government representatives and sometimes
NfiOs to appear and answer questions on the situations in a
particular country. But Committee responsss and recommenda-
tions for action by the Committees are non-binding and frequently
ignored by the governments concerned. Again, Canada can
provide an illustration" A law in the province of, Ontario which
guaranteed public funding for Catholic secondary schools but not
for those operated by other religious denominations was recently
found by the Human Rights Comrnittee to be discriminatory under
the ICCPR.'3 Th* response of the Canadian governrnent was a
mildly expressed hope that the province would do the right thing
and change its approach. The Ontario government bluntly indi-
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cated that it would ignore the ruling in question and continue its
funding practice.lo In fact the decision has caused barely a rippte
ou the human rights front in Canada, pointing up a further
challenge faced by the (IN treaty bodies, the generally modest
jurisprudential irnpact their decisions have had.

Louis Henkin has well observed that 'fcJompliance with interna*
tional human rights obligations ... is more responsive to damestic

forus, to the domestic constitutional culture, thanto ang interrwtional
culture pressing for tompliance ruith international human rights
norms'.rs Progression from the international to the domestic level
can occur in different ways. First, of course, human rights
covenants as other international treaties can be impianted into
national legal syst€ms through legislation. Secondly, certain hurnan
rights norms may acquire status of customary international law,
the Uniuersal Declaration of Human Rights serving as the most
obvious example, and have a consequential impact on domestic
jurisprudence- National constitutions or bills of rights frequently
embody the principles and sometimes the precise language found
in the Universal Declaration and the two major covenants.

AIl of the above, especially the last mentioned, have undoubtedly
served to highlight human rights norms at the national [evel. It is

fair to $ay, however, that each has been shown to have its
Iimitations. As already noted, treaty implementation can be far
from straightforward. Constitutional guarantees, such as en-
trenched bills of rights are important and can serve as a safeguard,
particularly for civil and political rights. However, their enforce-
ment can represent a challenge for individuals or minority group$
who face the daunting task of navigating their way through a court
system that may be less than sympathetic to their cause.

In recent years, a growing number of c0untries have turned to
human rights commissions as vehicles to ensure the implementa-
tion of rights at the national or state level. Such national institu-
tions (NIs) can now be found in all regions of the world, operating
under a variety ol legal systems. As a relatively new phenomenon,
tkrey have received only limited attention from academic commen*
lators and are regarded with some scepticism by many NGOs.
Nonetheless they have a significant part to play in making human
rights a reality for individuals and groups. They occupy a position
somewhere between that of governments and non-governmental
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organizations. Receptors and transmitters in the cycle of human

riftrts activity, they errdeavour to implement international norms in

prLC"* wtriie simultaneously filterirrg information from civil

society back to the state aod, increasingly, to regional and interna-

tional bodies.
The mandates of I.{Is vary but customarily encompa$$ responsr*

bilities for investigating human rights abuses and promoting hu-

*un rights principles through program:$ of public education. They

may uilo be empowere.d to undertake inquiries into human rights

related issues, to advise governments on human rights policies and

to review legislation. Their focus is commonly on civil and political

rights, but the reach of some commissions extends to the econom-

icl social and cultural side of the human rights ledger- Indped; the

demarcation line between the two categories of rights is not always

a clear one. For example, a Commission authorised to address

equality issues will often n"O that these have both a civil/political

and an economic/social/cultural dimension'

During the past decade a network of national institutions was

establishld, wiitr support from the office of the UN High Commis-

sioner for Human Rigtrts. The uetrvork has a coordinating com-

mittee of sixtee, **mbsrs, representing the four major regions of
the world; Asia, the Americas, Europe and Africa' The committee

ffieets annualiy, usually in Geneva during the period when the UN

Commission on Human Rights is in session'

At a I99I meeting of the committee, held in Paris, agreernent

was reached on the basic requirements deemed necsssary for the

effective functioning of national institutions. The Paris Principles as

they have come tobe known, wele subsequently endorsed by the

United Nations Human Rights Commission.t6 They call for such

institutions to have their status confirmed in a state's constitution

or in legislation, rather than resting on the less flrm foundation of a

decree or executive order Institutions should be assured adequate

funding and be given as broad a mandate as possible, including:

i. b. To promote and ensure the harmonization of national

legislation, regulation and prectices with the interna*

tional human iigttts instruments to which the State is a
party, and their effective implementation;

\
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c. To encourage ratification of the above-mentioned

instruments or accession to those instruments, and to

ensure their implementation;

d. To contribute to the reports which States are required

to submit to United Nations bodies and committees, and

to regional institutions, pursuant to their treaty obliga-

tions and, where recessary to expless an opinion cn the

subject, with due respect for their independence [1"

The Vienna Declarationr8 arising out of the World Conference on

Human Rights in 1993 includes mention of the Parfs Principles.

While the beclaration is perhaps most notable for its affirmation

that all human rights are *uniue rsal, indivisible, interdependent and

inturrelatad',re it foints to the irnportant role of national institu-

tions and encourages the strengthening of these bodies so that they

can fulfil their mandate for the promotion and protection of all

human rights.zo It underlines this by catling for a'concerted effart to

ensure recognition of econamic, social and cultural rights at t'he

national, r egional and inter national Ie vels'- 
2 I

That same year the United Nations General Assernbly reiterated

the importance of strengthening national institutions to enable

thern I"o 'prevent and rribot all"violations of human rights'.2z The

special stitus of national institutions has now been recognised by

permitting them to address the United Nations Human Rights

Commission as independent entities.23 Operating through the

office of the High C-ommissioner for Human Rights, the UN
provides assistance to fledgling cornmissions and has supported

the development of regional linkages of NIs.'*
As has been noted, national institutions have widely varying

functions and powers and follow no single model. Enabling

legislation may iung* from casting the agensy as an ovsrseer of its

cJuntry's international human rights obligations to grounding it in

a more limited menu of domestic matters. A comprehensive

mandate does not guarantee effectiveness and a more limited one

need not preciude it. The following paragraphs will provide a brief

overview of four nationai institutions. They have emerged in

commol) iaw settings and share Some common featurss, including

a high level of independence from government and an anti-

L
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discrimination focus. As such they can be viewed as primarily
targeted towards the achievement of civil and political rights.

South Africa

The South African Human Rights Commission is one of a
comprehensive array of post-apartheid institu[ions supporting
democracy and human rights in that countrS" and has been

described as othe most important human rights structure in South

Africd3o The Commission has a constitutionally entrenched man*
date to prornote respect for and observance of fundamental rights
among all people of the Republic. It may investigate any alleged

Violation of fundarn€ntal rlghts and to this end can require the
production of any relevant evidence, and enter iind search pre-

mises. It investigates individual complaints and has also under*

taken inquiries into such major issues as abuses in the criminal
justice system, discrimination in education, racism, and the abuse

of foreigners.
Unusually for a national institution, the Commission's mandate

extends to economic and social rights. In this context, it requires

national and State government bodies to report on the measures

taken towards the realization of these rights, in areas such as

housing, health care, food, water, social securiry education and
the environment.2T The Cornmission has developed social and

econornic rights protocols to gather detailed information on
Iegislative, budgetary and policy rneasures taken by government

agencies.28 It has released two socioeconomic rights reports, and is

initiating social and economic rights workshops, hearings and
monitoring systems. The Constitution authorises the South African
Hurnan Rights Commission to 'take sfeps to secure appropriale
redress where human rights have been violated.'-2e This generally
worded provision is amplified by the 1994 Hurnan Rights Commis*
sion Act,3o which empowers the Commission to bring proceedings

before a court or tribunal (s.7(1Xe). The Commission may also
issue reports in respect of any matter investigated by it, and is
required to submit quarterly reports to the President and Parlia-
ment on items of a serious nature on which it has worked, or which
have come to its attention during the period in question (s.15(l)
and (2)).

L
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Human rights language permeates the South African Constitu-

don of 1996, starting ry1th the preamble and including a compre-

nr*i"* Bill of Right$.3l The coastitutional Court is the senior

UJV in adjudicating constitutional m&tters, including of course

fr"#u, rigirts. The roles of ths Constitutional Court and the

d*"o Rights commission intersected in a notable recent deci-

sion.- 
n * case of Grootboom32 explored the nature of the state's

responsibitity to give effect to the Constitutional rights to adequate

irou*ing and shelier. The plaintiff v/as one of several hundred adults

and ctrildren who were displaced and whose possessions were

Jestroyea when their illegally constructed shacks were bulldozed

and blrnl In a unanimous decision, the Constitutional Court

declared that the realization of socioeconornic rights were key to

the enjoyment of other (civil and political) rights, particularly for

vutneiable groups. The Court confirmed that such rights were

justiciabte anC concluded that the effiorts by government to provide

some measure of temporary assistance to the plaintiffs fell short of

its obligations under i.ZO of the Bill of Rights to give effect to the

right to adequate housing. It acknowledged that individuals could

not, *, a practical matteq expect immediate realization of this

right. Nonitheless, it ordered the state 'ta devise and implement

urfthirr its available resources fi comprehensive and coordinated

pragramme progressively to realize tha -right of access to adequate

hoiring'for those in the affected area.33 The Court made explicir

reference to the Human Rights Commission's intervention in the

ffiSe, noted the Commission's mandate and gave it the responsi-

bility to monitor and report on the future efforts of the state to give

effect to the Court's ruling.'"
The judgment in Grootboom makes for fascinating reading' It

,**gnir*rif,ut the past poticy of apartheid has contributed directly

to tlie housing crisis which confronts all levels of government in

today's South Africa. It explores the relationship between interna-

tional and domestic human rights nofms in the country and, as

noted, it eloquently affirms the interdependence of different cate-

gories of rights.
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New Zealanil

The New Zealand Human Rights Commission has a broad
mandate to proillote and protect human rights under the Human

Rights Act 7gg3.3t It may investigate complaints on one or more of
thirteen snumefated grounds.36 The preamble of the Human Rights

Act 1993 directs promotion of human rights 'in general accordance

with United Nations Covenants or Conventions oil Human
Rights'-3' And among the fairly standard fare of education and

investigation of cornplaints, the Human Rights Commission is also

empowered to:

a inquire generally into any rnatter (including a laq practice or
procedure), whether governrnental or non-governmental, if it
uppors thathuman rights are or maybe infringed3s

. report to the Prime Ministeronl
a) any matter affecting human rights, including the deiirabil-
ity of legislative, administrative or other action to ensure

better compliance with international hurnan rights standards

b) the desirability of acceding to any international human
rights instrument
c) the implications of proposed law or policy that the

Conrmission considert *iy affect haman righ$3e

* examine all existing acts or regulations, policy or administrative
practice of the Government, with a view to assessing their
consistency with the letter and'spirit or intention'of the Human

Rrghts Aclao

This last function led to an ambitious project known as

Consisten cy 2000, which was of particular signilicance in a country
with a non*entrenched Bill of Rights. The project was subsequently

curtailed, primarily as a result of inadequate finding, but the

Commission retains the power to monitor legislation and can

report to the Prime Minister on 'the implications of any proposed

Iegislation (including subordinate legislation] or proposed policy of
the Government that the Comrnission considers rnay affect human

rights'.al

.......,
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Australia

The Hum an Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission Act 198642

dioo* the Hurnan Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission

fffnfOCl to npromate an understanding and,acceptance, and' the

;;;llrdiscussioi, of human rights in Ausiralia'.a3 In this regard, the

Commrs$lon ts to 'undertake research and educational programs,

on behatf of the Commonwealth, for the purpose of promoting

hu*uo rights', and to coordinate such progfams undertaken by

;th; bodies on behalf of the Cornmonwealth.e The HREOC can

investigate and conciliate acts or practic,es'that may be inconsistent

with or contrary to ang lmman rights'.45 Like its New T3;aland

counterpart, the HREOC is authorised to publish guidelines for

the avoidance of discriminatory behaviour.oo The Commission has

the power to examine existing legislation on its own motion, but

proposed legislation only when requested to do so by the Minister.

ttre purpose is to determine whether the enactments are incon*

sistent with 'anY hurnan riglfi'.41

The HREOC is responsible for monitoring the domestic im-

plementation of most international human rights instruments,

atttrougt, the ICflSR is absent from the list.a8 Notwithstanding this

ornission, the Commission has rnade at least one subrnission to the

Comrnittee on Fronomic, Social and Cultural Rights, providing

information for when the Committee considers Australia's next

periodic report.ae In fact, the HREOC has taken issue with its
gOv***ent on various policy fronts in recent years. The debate has

carried over into the international arena, where the HREOC's

Aboriginal and Torres Straits Islander Social Justice Commis-

sionei recently agreed with criticisrn that in its treatment of
Aboriginals, the government is breaching its obligations under the

UN Convention on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination-s0
Though the HREOC does not have an express mandate in the

area of economic and social rights, its broad inquiry functions have

been used to examine economic deprivation and disadvantage.

National inquiries have explored issues as diverse as rural and

remote education, the rights of people with mental illnesses,

children in the legal p.o.*ir, the rights of asylum seekers,sl and
the 'stolen generation' of Aboriginal children removed from their
farnilies. This last report, entitle d Bringing Them Homesz prompted
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the government to allocate $63 million to impleffient some of the

report's recommsndations, and generated widespread public dis-

cussion and debate about the scope of reparation-s3

Canada

The Canadian Human Rights Commission {CHRQ has authority
to investigate and conciliate complaints based on one or more of
the ten prohibited grounds of discrinriaation enunlerated in the
Canadian Human nrghts Act (CHRA).so It is also responsible for
advancing the principle of equal opportunity through educational
programs,ss and may undertake necessary research and studies.

The Commission reports directly to Parliament rather than to a
Minister, a feature which reinforces its independence from govern-

ment It tables an annual report and can issue special reports to
Parliament, as it deems appiopriate.s6 The jurisdiction possessed

by the CHRC is in certain respects mors modest than those of
some of its counterparts. But this observation needs to be placed in
context. First, the Commission is one of a dozen similarly
structured agencies operating in Canada at the federal, provincial
and territorial levels. Although their sire and independenc,s vary
considerably, each Commission is mandated to investigate and
conciliate individual complaints and to pursue programs of human
rights promotion and education. Secondly, the work of the
Commission forms only one component of the human rights
machinery in Canada. The constitutionally entrenched Charter af
Rights and Freedoms has generated a notable body of precedent in
the field of civil and political rights and continues to be invoked by
many minority groups. The advent of the Charter has not, however,

supplanted human rights commissions. The former applies to
federal and provincial laws and public institutions but does not
extend to the private sector, where many human rights complaints
originate and where the role of the Canadian Human Rights
Commission and its provincial countefparts remains especially
important,

The Can adian Human Rights d.cf ernbodies principles of equal

opportunity that are entirely consistent with the Uniuersal Declara*

tion of Human Rights. However, unlike legislation u*derpinning
NIs in many other countries, the CHRd includes no explicit
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to international human rights treaties. It is not entirely
this is so but part of the answer undoubtedly stems frorn
somewhat unwieldy constitutional division of legislative

pow€r between two levels of government, with the provix.ces having
over 'civil rights' and primary responsibility for pro-

rights.siin areas siguificant to economic, social and cultural

The CHRd empowers the Commission to review 'regulations,

orders, and, other instruments made pursuant tn an Act

but omits any reference to proposed and existing

Commission has called for expansion of thesetion. The
functions, but in fact has not endeavoured to utilise the present

iiili'Iimited review powers. There are two main reasons for this
' inaction. First, as currelltly resourced, the Commission is simply

,. flrloble to undertake such a broad task. In addition, all such
,''i,,, regulations, and their primary legislation, are open to challenge

before the Courts under the Charter ol Rights and Freedoms-

Unsurprisingly, the government is anxious to avoid such challenges
, : and its Department of Justice routinely reviews proposed legisla-

for Charter compatibility.
:,:. Within the strictures of its statute, the Commission has used its

alnual reports to Parliament to argue for reform, particularly in
'-' connection with unrealised economic and social rights. It has

criticised policies of the federal government most notably its
treatment of aboriginal Canadians and for the continuing difficul-
ties confronted by persons with disabilities in their effiorts to access

services and to obtain employment. It has also spoken out on the

close connection between ffiany of the enumerated grounds of
discrimination and economic deprivation, and has voiced concern
about poverty as a human rights issue.se

While the CHRC lacks a direct statutory capacity to address

broader socio-economic issues, of anti-discrimination rulings can,

of course, have a direct effect on the economic and social rights of
the complainants. A notable example was a recently finalised pay
equity dispute which originated with a complaint lodged by a

union, the Public Service Alliance of Canada, alleging that a large
number of public servants were the victims of discriminatory pay

differentials: jobs predominantly occupied by women were under*
paid in compari$on to positions where work of equal value was

performed by men, After a complex and often acrimonious period

why
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of negotiation, attempted settlernent and delav' the Canadian

Human Rights Tribunal found in flavour of the"union'60 At 250

dur*, it was-the longest humau rights heariug in Canadian history'

The case is notabl; for its *ugiitude as- well as its duration: it

stands to benefit as many as 20-0,000 employffis, and wilt necessi-

iut* *^penditure of rnore than $3 billion to remedy the wage gap

which the tribunal found to exist'6r

Apanel'**"'ryappointedbytheFg*'tMinisterofJusticeto
undertake u .o*pt*t *"sive review of the Canadian Human Rights

Act noted that '1dluring our consultations we heard rnore about

poverry than urryitt *J*i"gf1 issue'.62 In its report issued in June

iooo, the panel recommended:

. that the preamble to thedct mention the international human rigfuts

agreements that Canada has entered int'o;63

o that social condition be added to the prohibited grounds of

discriminxi#f-

. that the Act allow public and private-organizations to carryaut

affi rmative action prog** orrifr* U*is olsocial disadvantage;6s

o and that the Canadian Human Rights Commission have a duty to

monitor rno i*port to parliament and the united Nations Human

Rights Comrnittee on the federal grvernrnent's compliance with

intirnational hurnan rights treaties'ffi

The CHRC would certainly welcome the above changes to its

mandate. In particular it has called for the Canadian Parliament to

acknowledge more directly canada's internationai human rights

commitments, In its 1999 annual report to Parliament the Corn-

mission observed that the ratter r**iin too 1ittre understood. It is

far from clear, however, that the governffrent will take early action

on the review panel's recomrnendations'

Economic, social and cultural Rights - A Special case

The UN Committee on Economic, Sociat and Cultural Rights has

.*gptarty criticised the assumption that economic, social and

cultural rights must remain aipirational principles rather than
.1'

L
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justiciable rights.6' Steiner and Alston observe that the Committee
'has used iti role in moaitoring rsports and issuing 'general

cpmments' to achieve three general objectives: (1) developing the

normdive content of Covenant rights; (2) encouraglng state action

in developing national obeuchmarks' and accountability mechan-

i***, and"providing effective rernedies for individuals and groups at

ihe national level; and (3) holding states accountable internation-

ally through the exarnination of reports.oo

The Committee implicitly points to human rights cornmissions

when it suggests thal each country should take account of the

rneans provsn most effective to protect civil and political rights. In

fact it ir** prouided specific guidance for national human rights

institution*Jn its General Comment 10.6e Its initial premise is that

national human rights institutions are an 'appropriate means',

within the wording of the Internationql Covenqnt on Economic,

Social and Cultural Rights, that states should employ to implement

Covenant rights.7o The Committee notes the potentially crucial

role such inJtitutions should play in promoting and ensuring the

indivisibility of all human rights. The Committee recognises this

substantial gap in the implementation of economig social and

cultural righls, and outlines the kind of functions that should, in

its view, form part of the mandate of national institutions:

(a) The promotion of educational and information
programmes designed to enhance awareness and understand-

i"g of economic, social and cultural rights, both within the

population at large and among particular groups such as the

puLti" service, ttre judiciary the private ssctor and the labour

movement;

(b) The scrutinizing of existing laws and administrative acts,

as well as draft bills and other proposals, to ensure that they

are consistent with the requirements of the International

Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights;

(ci Providing technical advice, or undertaking surveys in
relation to economic, social and cultural rights, including at

the request of the public authorities or other appropriate

agencies;
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(d) The irdentification of national*level benchmarks against

which the realisation of Covenant obligations can be

measured;

(e) Conducting research and inquiries designed to ascertaiu

the extent to which particular economic, social and cultural

rights are being realised, either within the State as a whole or

iri areas or in relation to communities of particular vulner*

ability;

(f) Monitoring cornpliance with specific rights recognised

under the Covenant and providing reports thereon to the

public authorities and civil sociery; and

(g) Exarnining complaints alleging infringements of applicable

economic, social and culturai rights standards within the

skte.Tr

Professor Alston, who has served as Chair of the Committee on

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, considers that the rnost

promising of these strategies to thwart national apathy on econom-

ic and social rights is that of benchmarking (as opposed to the

almost purely itatistical function of developing economic and

social 'indicators'). He describes benchmarks as:

'targets establishcd by goverFllndnts, oI7 the basis o/
appropriately consultntive processes, in relation to each o{

the economic, social and" cultural riglrts obligations that

rtpplg in tht, state concerned. fhose targets ruill be partly

quantitative [..,J and partly qualitative.They will be linked

to specific time frames. And theg wiII provide a basis uput

which the reality af 'progressiye realisation', cotrtfr.ined in

{the ICESCRJ can be measured. Benthmarks ruill initially
dtffer significantly from ane cauntry to anotlrcfi retlccting

Itoth the'available resources' and the priority concerns in

each country. Over time, however, 7ne u'ould expect a

gradual coming together of the approaches ttrithout neces-

sarily ever lead.ing to a lormal systematisation or uni*

fornfity'.72
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With the exception of benchmarking, the functions ourlined in
General Comment l0 are familiar; set in the context of civil and
political rights, they are the everyday work of human rights
commissions. But the reluctance to view economic, social and
cultural rights as enforceable means that for rnany human rights
commissions, the adoption of parallel functions would repre$ent a
significant shift in organizational and philosophical focus-

Looking Ahead

Stated broadly, the continuing challenge for human rights is to
bridge the gap between the ambitious international standards and
the domestic reality. The mechanisms that can contribute to this
endeavour are many and varied. The present paper has touched
only brieffy on some of thern. International agencies, most notably
the vafious treaty'bodies, undoubtedly have a contiliuing and vital
role to play. NCOs, both international and country-based have
contributed immeasurably by holding governments to pubtic
account. The activities of Arnnesty International and Hurnan
Rights Watch are examples that quickly come to mind. But many
less rrrell-known NGos perform irnpressive and often courageous
work in advocacy and in defending the victims of abuse.

The relationship between NGOs and national human rights
institutions will not always be an easy one. Notwithstanding their
independence from government, such institutions are established
and funded by government and as such tend to be viewed by NGos
as hybrid entities, not entirely to blame for their parentage but not
entirely trustworthy. They are also fair game for NGo criticism if,
as is often the case, they are psrceived as insufficiently activist.

I observed edrlier that national institutions had received little
attention from commentators. This may be changing- In 2000, an
important study of the work of NIs was undertaken by the
International Council on Human Rights, ail independent research
institute based in Geneva- The resultant report, Perjormance and
Legitimacy: JVafiona| Human Rights lnstitutions,Ts takes a hard look
at these bodies. One important message to emerge from the report
is the many types of NIs that operate today. Some take the form of

|.,,.:'
.:,
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national human rights commissions, usually with several members'

(The agencies described earlier in this paper fali into this category)

iltt rr countries, most notably France, have established entities that

function as advisory bodies to heads of state or prime ministers'

Many institutions are designated as ombudsmen, traditionally

mandated to deal with issues of maladministration but often with

powers that can extend to matters of discrimination, A variant on

the latter are lhe defensors del pueblos whibh are an increasingiy

common feature of governance in Latin America and whose

responsibilities mil range widely over many types of human rights

abuse.Ta

In addition to providing the best description to date of the

various kinds of nationai institutions, Pertorntance and Legitimacy

assesses the achievements of agencies in three countries: Ghana,

Indonesia and Mexico. While each of these agencies come$ in for

criticism, more pertinent is the fact that, as the report makes clear,

all have grappled with major hurnan rights issues- The Ghana

Commission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice has

addressed abuses in prisons, forced labour practices in regions of
the country and corruption by government ministers- Komnas

HAM, Indonesia's human rights commission was established

under less than perfect circumstances and was met with initial

scepticism. However, the commission assumed an increasingly

indlpendent stance as it investigated major human rights violations

in East Timor and earlier mass killing$ by lhe military. The

National Human Rights Commission of Mexico (which is in fact

an ombudsman) enjoyed the least favourable results of the three

agencies examined, but even here the balance sheet was far from

negative overall-
Th* **perience of recent years has shown that the motives

prompting u gorernment to estabtish a national hurnan rights

institution are not a necessary determinant of its future effective-

nes$. It was clearly not any spirit of altruism that led to the

establishment of Komnas HAM in lndonesia and some initial
cynicism at its arrival on the scene was probably warranted. To a

degree, however, the agency has surprised the sceptics.

A number of factors can affect an institution's legitimacy. Some

of these are its formal attributes, particularly its independence, as

guaranteed by governing legisiation. The process of appointment

L
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and qualifications of commissioners can also make a significant

to how the agency is perceived. Involving human rights

in fhe selecfion will eahance initial credibility, particularly

where the agency is established by a previously authorit'arian

or one hitherto not noted for its soncern with human rights"

Involving legislature in the selection or approval process cana
measure of additional credibility for a new human rights

cnmrB$Sloner. This was the case in South Africa and rnore recently

in Mexico, where a legislative amendment now requires the

apPointment of the Presiden t of the National Human Rights

Commtsston to be approved by both houses of the legislative

assemblY.
More mundane but nonetheless important considerations can

affect an agency's performance legitirnacy. The need for adequate

and assur*d frnding was included, with good feason, in the Paris

principles that outlined minimum conditions for effectiveness.

Withiut sufficient resources, any agency will be hamstrung, and'

uncertainty Over next year'S budget can have a chastening effect on

.the most activist organization. Strong and, where necsssary,

couragoous leadership can also mean the differeilce between an

effective and & tokenist agency. Sensitivity to the notion ol
independence on the part of commissions and governments is-also

nr.***uty. It is perfecily u""eptable for an agency to provide advice

to its government on what steps should be taken by the latter in

order io be in compliance with international human rights norms.

It is something quite different, I would suggest, for a national

institution to represent its government before international bodies,

far less to attempt to justify actions (or inaction) by its national
governmsnt.

We are still sgme way from full achievement of Ignatieffs rights

revolution, and national human rights institutions are but one

agent of change in this enterprise. At least in the ilear term, such

institutions are likely to remain more comfortable dealing with
civil and political rather than economic, social and cultural rights,

although many eyes are on the South African Human Rights

Commission as it pursues its ambitious endeavoilrs in the latter

field. But if commiisions make unlikely generals, they are certainly

important foot soldiers and frequently more than that, in the

campaign for human rights. Their achievements may take dramatic
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form, when entrenched authority is successfully confronted' More

oit*", their influence is gradual but nonetheless real as they

"orrt 
ibote within their country to an increased understanding and

u***pt nce of hrr*un rights principle-s. fbgve all, through their

prrr*uit of large or srnalfabuses and their ability to place human

rights issues on the public agendao they can help to hold govern-

ments accountable, a necessity for any human rights regime'
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